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NEXT WEEK IS
TIMETABLE…

B
LUNCH MENU

We await further
details of free
school meal arrangements for
next week.
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Message from the Head
I have very little to say except we have made it through week one!
Please pat yourselves on the back for all you have achieved and we
send our love and thoughts to all of you trying to juggle being a parent, educator and many of you managing work too. I am sure we are
all al little bit wiser, more tired and feeling older! Be especially kind to
your children—these are difficult times for all our young people—
however frustrated you may feel.
I would like to welcome Mr Smith, our new Deputy Head of PE. What
a time to start a new job:
Here is a message from him to you all:
My name is Mr Smith and I am very excited to be joining Heathcote
School. As a PE teacher, I have a really
competitive nature and feel that sport has
the power to develop many qualities across
all pupils. Sport has enabled me to exceed
in many aspects of my life, so my aim is to
get you all very much involved with all that
the PE department has to offer. Unfortunately, due to current events
that we are all faced with, I am unable to do
this immediately. However, I am very much
looking forward to working with you all when
we return.
Stay safe and indoors and remember, we
will get through this.
Emma Hillman

UPCOMING EVENTS

Year 7 Parent Evening
Thursday 21st January—via School
Cloud

REMINDERS
We will shortly send information to Year 9 families about
the GCSE Options Process

Details to follow

Heathcote School & Science College, 96 Normanton Park, Chingford, London, E4 6ES
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Literacy Update

A Happy New Year from the English Department!

Year 10
An Inspector Calls
All year 10 students will receive a copy of the
play ‘An Inspector Calls’ through the post later
this week.
Teaching on the play will begin week commencing 18th January. Please keep an eye out for it!

Reading Inspiration
This novel is an all-time favourite of the English
department. The story centers on a Butler who
tries to devote himself to his profession even
though his master is a Nazi sympathiser. A book
to challenge yourself with this week.
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Literacy Update
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Numeracy Update
We hope everyone had a safe and happy Christmas. Despite some changes to how pupils will be taught Mathematics this term, which may take a
while to get used to, we are excited to keep things engaging and fun and
to help pupils find new ways to access Mathematics at home!
Here are some Maths facts from Ms Collins- our teacher in charge of
Enrichment in the Maths Department.
Did you know that the 25th December is not only Christmas day, but was
also the birthday of Sir Isaac Newton?! Sir Isaac Newton is a famous scientist and mathematician, most famous for the 3 laws of motion:
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Numeracy Update
We’ve all heard the story. A young Isaac Newton is sitting beneath an apple tree contemplating the mysterious universe. Suddenly – boink! -an apple hits him on the
head. “Aha!” he shouts, or perhaps, “Eureka!” In a flash he understands that the very
same force that brought the apple crashing toward the ground also keeps the moon
falling toward the Earth and the Earth falling toward the sun: gravity.

We all make mistakes in maths – in fact, one of the best ways of improving in
mathematics is to make mistakes and learn from them!
Sir Isaac Newton has some great quotes that we can all learn from…
“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.”
"The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for
existing.“
"Do not worry about your difficulties in Mathematics. I can assure you mine
are still
greater."
The next few weeks may be hard for us all, but remember it is ok to make mistakes –
have a growth mindset, not a fixed one – we can all improve!
Have a great weekend and we look forward to lessons next week.
Kind regards
Mr McLean
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Subject News
SCIENCE:
STEM announcements:
1. STEM Club is still taking place virtually every Week B Thursday from
3:00pm-4:00pm. If your child has registered interest in the Club, they
will be invited to join via Google Classroom. Unfortunately due to the
large number of pupils interested, some pupils have been placed on a
waitlist to join when there is an opening.
2. Is your child in Year 11 and interested in pursuing a career in Engineering? They can apply for an Arkwright Scholarship!

What is an Arkwright Engineering Scholarship?
An Arkwright Engineering Scholarship is the most esteemed scholarship of
its type in the UK,
designed to inspire students to pursue their dreams and change the world
as a future leader in
engineering.
Key benefits for being an Arkwright scholar:


Financial help



Mentoring



Exclusive events

Please contact Ms Zaman for further details. The deadline to register your
interest with Ms Zaman is Monday 11th January 2021. Please follow this
link to find out more:
https://www.arkwright.org.uk/our-scholarships/arkwright-scholarships
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Subject News
Science announcements:
The GCSE Transition Science Club
welcomes all Year 9 pupils who feel
they may need extra support in their
learning as they start their GCSE
content. The aim is to help remove
barriers to understanding topics and
to promote a positive learning environment so the pupils may feel confident and secure in their abilities.

Intervention sessions for Year 11 and 13 are happening online on the dates set
out before, via Google Meet. Pupils in Year 11 are welcome to join any relevant session even if not invited but must use their Google Classroom accounts
to do so. Further details to follow.
Year 11 and 13 Intervention timetable:
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News

Message for Year 8
Dear Year 8,
I hope you all have a healthy and enjoyable Christmas break and wishing you all a healthy and happy
2021! In my 15 years teaching this is certainly the
strangest return from Christmas break not getting to
see you in person and welcome you back to school
but I am confident that you will continue to push
yourselves to be the best you can and complete
your online learning to a high standard.
A big thank you and congratulations to our
new Year 8 Behaviour Monitors who will
be supporting me in providing positive
recognition to year 8 pupils who are working hard: Sophie B, Quianah, Eboni, Elvin, Ergi,
Sanjeka and Chante. There was lots of interest and
there will be further opportunity for others to take on
these role later in the school year.
Finally, thank you and well done to everyone for
supporting our community by following the government guidance and helping keep each other safe.

Take carer of yourselves,
Ms Gasper
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Sixth Form News
Insight2Uni University Programme for YEAR 12 students
Insight2Uni is an excellent academic enrichment opportunity for ambitious Year 12
students (specifically Black, African and Mixed Heritage students)
The scheme will offer mentoring sessions with undergraduate university students,
specific subject taster sessions, help with UCAS and personal statements, visits to
the universities and meeting academic staff (depending on COVID risk assessment –
most likely from March 2021 onwards)
Applications are now open for this year's Insight2Uni programme and this year, we
are working with:
Imperial College London
STEM focused subjects with grade expectation of BBB at A-levels
Durham University
Across the subject spectrum with grade expectation of BBB at A-levels
University of East Anglia
Across the subject spectrum with grade expectation of BBB at A-levels as well as
high performing BTEC and BTEC/A-level blend pupils.
University of Manchester
STEM focused (please see attached subject list)
Read all the information provided and then fill in the relevant forms (parental
permission, about you form and the Manchester subject info)
Interested pupils to complete the following online application forms:
Parental permission form https://forms.gle/8tDVR3YR3mnRrFNg9
Mentee application form https://forms.gle/qQu7NgbSuTcZAgLy8
Deadline: Friday 12th February 2021 to receive the applications.
Kind regards,
Christine Kinnear
Founder & CEO, With Insight Education C.I.C.
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Sixth Form News
For more information or if you have any questions please email Mr Angeletos at:
dangele-
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Sixth Form News
For more information or if you have any questions please email Mr Angeletos at dangeletos@heathcote.waltham.sch.uk
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